New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Grown Ups Comedy superstars Adam Sandler, Chris Rock, Rob Schneider,
David Spade and Kevin James team up for a story of five childhood pals who
reunite after 30 years to mourn the loss of their old basketball coach.
Gathering at a July 4th celebration where their families meet for the first time,
the friends find themselves acting a bit inappropriate for their age. Director
Dennis Dugan pairs with frequent collaborator Sandler, who co-wrote the
screenplay. Sony
Scooby-Doo Where Are You Volume 1 A Monster Catch The whodunit
format was a daring new frontier for an animated series, but the members of
the Mystery Inc. team have grown to become authentic popular-culture icons.
Included are the legendary first 4 episodes! Join Fred, Daphne, Velma, Shaggy,
and Scooby-Doo as they stumble their way through a series of hair-raising
adventures. Faced with puzzling supernatural cases, the Mystery Inc. team
must get to the truth and unmask the villain--often tempting their most
reluctant member with a tasty Scooby snack. From legendary producers
William Hanna and Joseph Barbera, Scooby-Doo, Where Are You? is Saturday
morning entertainment at its most hilarious. This collection selects four of the
best episodes from the animated show's first season: "What a Night for a
Knight," "Hassle in the Castle," "A Clue for Scooby-Doo," and "Mine Your
Own Business." Warner
Scooby-Doo Where Are You Volume 4 Spooked Bayou This fourth
frighteningly funny roundup of classic Scooby-Doo, Where Are You? Series
Episodes kicks off when Fred, Velma, Daphne, Shaggy and Scooby-Doo get
lost in a swamp and ask a zombie for directions. Can they add up the clues to
figure out Which Witch Is Which? Shaggy and Scooby-Doo are then captured
by Redbeard the Pirate in Go Away Ghost Ship. Zoinks! If the case isn't solved
soon, somebody's going to walk the plank! When the Mystery Machine runs
out of fuel on a creepy abandoned airfield, the teen sleuths run right into a
Spooky Space Kook. In the final mystery, Scooby-Doo inherits big bucks from
a dead millionaire. There's a catch: our heroes must spend a night in a haunted
mansion before Scooby-Doo can collect in A Night of Fright Is No Delight.
Warner
Scooby's All Star Laff-A-Lympics Volume 2 On your mark, get set and go!!...
for more world-spinning, medal-winning competitions of three classic
Hanna-Barbera cartoon character teams. Experience this second volume of
delightfully disorganized sports as the Scooby Doobies, the Yogi Yahooeys
and the Really Rottens square off in four episodes from the vintage TV series.
Crazy contests include Tour de France bicycling, climbing the Eiffel Tower
and the Pyramids, throwing boomerangs and discuses, skydiving, hang-gliding
and races galore among Camels, Kangaroos, Keelboats, Motor Scooters and
Rail Carts. Do Scooby-Doo and fellow animated stars Quick Draw McGraw,
Yog. Warner
Scooby-Doo Where Are You? Season One, Volume 4 Hop in the van for
Mystery Inc.’s new, cool series of spooky capers. Like, it’s an all-new
Scooby-Doo TV series for families who want their mysteries like Scooby-Doo
and Shaggy want their pizza spicy with extra sauce! Join the gang in Crystal
Cove – the most haunted place on Earth – to solve creepy cases packed with
fearsome spooks and frights, exciting chases, terrifying surprises and of
course, Freddy’s ingenious traps. But the gang doesn’t fall for that ghost stuff
anymore. They know there’s always a bad guy behind the monster suit, until
they receive a cryptic clue from the mysterious Mr. E, who challenges them
with their greatest mystery yet – to uncover the secret behind the curse of
Crystal Cove! Get trapped with Scooby-Doo, Shaggy, Freddy, Daphne and
Velma in four action-packed adventures from the cool, new show that’s a lot of
doggone fun! Warner
Ultimate NFL With over 40 years experience and 100 Emmy awards to its
credit, NFL Films utilizes new camera technology with its renowned
storytelling prowess and the clarity of Blu-ray to present its most visually
arresting film to date – the Ultimate NFL. Using a new camera which shoots
up to 1,000 frames per second in high-definition, the game is depicted in a
richly detailed super slow motion, giving a new perspective to America’s
Sunday ritual. Experience a day in the life of professional football through a
wide range of angles and speeds that go beyond what you see on game day.
Discover the previously unseen physics of football and relive Super Bowl
XLIV with thrilling never-before-seen footage. This Blu-ray disc also presents
an all-access tour of NFL Films studios and interactive media tools that allow
you to experience the creative decisions that NFL Films producers face each
day. With amazing footage and the legendary storytelling that is NFL Films’
trademark, this is the Ultimate NFL Blu-ray for the Ultimate NFL fan. Warner

